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Evolutionary Selection against Dominated 
Strategies 

Josef Hofbauer* and Jörgen W. Weibullt 

June 7,1995 

Abstract 

A dass of evolutionary selection dynamics is defined, and the defin
ing property, convex monotonicity, is shown to be sufficient and essen
tially necessary for the elimination of strictly dominated pure strate
gies. More precisely, in any convex-monotone dynamics all strictly 
dommated strategies are eliminated along all interior solutions. On 
the other hand, for all selection dynamics where the growth rates of 
pure strategies are determined by a non-convex function of their cur
rent payoffs we construct games with strictly dommated strategies 
that survive along a large set of interior solutions. (Doc: dom.tex.) 

1 Introduction 

A basic rationality postulate in non-cooperative game theory is that players 
never use pure strategies that are strictly dominated. This postulate only re
quires that a player's (pure strategy) payoffs indeed represent her preferences 
over outcomes. In particular, no lmowledge of other players' preferences or 
behavior is required. A more stringent rationality postulate is that players 

*Rofbauer thanks the Institute for Advanced Study - Collegium Budapest for its hos
pitality during this work. 

tWeibulI's research was sponsored by the Industrial Institute for Economic and Social 
Research (IUl), Stockholm. Re thanks the CEPREMAP, Paris, for its hospitality during 
part of this work. 
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never we pure strategies that are iteratively strictly dominated. In addition, 
this postulate requires that all players know each others payoffs, that they 
know that they know each others payoffs, etc. up to a finite level k of mutual 
knowledge (where k is the number of rounds required to halt the procedure 
of iterated elimination of strictly dominated pure strategies). 

A fundamental question in evolutionary game theory thus is whether evo
lutionary selection processes do eliminate all strictly dominated pure strate
gies or even all iteratively strictly dominated pure strategies. If all iteratively 
strictly dominated strategies do vanish, this provides an evolutionary justifi
cation for the presumption that strategically interacting agents behave as if 
it were mutual knowledge that they are rationai in the sense of never using 
strictly dominated strategies.1 Clearly, this justification is more compelling 
the wider is the dass of evolutionary selection processes for which this result 
is valid. 

So far, the result has been established for so-called aggregate mono
tonic selection dynamics in Samuelson and Zhang (1992).2 This is a dass 
of continuous-time dynamics that contains the biological replicator dynam
ics. Samuelson and Zhang also show that all aggregate monotoni c selection 
dynamics are dosely related to the replicator dynamics: the differential equa
tions for any dynamics in this dass differ from the replicator equations only 
by a positive factor, a factor which may be player specific and population 
state dependent. 

Here we generalize Samuelson's and Zhang's result to a considerably wider 
dass of evolutionary selection dynamics which we call convex monotone. We 
also show that this result is sharp within a wide dass of selection dynamics 
where the growth rate of each pure strategy is determined by a function 
of its payoff. For all dynamics in this dass which fail our condition there 
exist games in which strictly dominated strategies survive along (large sets 
of) solutions. The new dass of dynamics is shown to contain a number of 
(not aggregate monotonic ) selection dynamics that arise in models of social 
evolution by way of imitation. 

1800 Weibull (1994) for a discussion of the "as if" approach to game theoretic rationality. 
2In contrast, the result is known not to be valid for the discrete-time version of the 

replicator dynamics, see Dekel and Scotchmer (1992). 
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2 Games and Selection Dynamics 

Consider any finite n-player game in normal form, G = (I, S, u), where I = 
{l, .. , n} is the set of players, S = I4eISi is the set of pure-strategy profiles, 
each player's pure-strategy set Si being finite, Si = {l, .. fflä}, and u: S -+ Rn 
is the combined payoff function. Let m denote the total number of pure 
strategies in the game, m = ml + .. + mn. 

For each player i, let D.i denote her set of mixed strategies, 

D.i = {Xi E R~ : L Xih = l} . 
hES. 

(1) 

We write ef E D. for the mixed strategy for player i that assigns unit proba
bility to her pure strategy h E Si. Geometrically, ef is the h'th vertex of the 
unit simplex~. A face of D.i is the convex hull of a subset of its verticesj 
the face spanned by S~ C Si is denoted 

D.i(SD = co {e~ : h E SH = {Xi E D.i : e~ = O Vk rI- sH. (2) 

Let 8 denote the polyhedron in Rm of mixed strategy profiles, e = 
8(S) = I4eID.i . The face of e associated with any collection of pure strategy 
subsets S~ C Si is accordingly defined by 8(S') = ITiE1D.(SD. As usual, 
statistically independent individual randomizations extend the domain of 
the payoff function u from the vertices of 8 to all of 8, and this renders u 
polynomial. In fact, u is an n-linear function defined on the whole Euclidean 
space Rm where 8 is embedded. We write Uä(Yi, X-i) for the payoff to player 
i when she plays Yi E D.i and the others play according to the strategy profile 
xE8. 

A pure strategy h E Si is strictly dominated if there is some (pure or 
mixed) strategy Yi E D.i such that Ui(Yi,X-i) > Ui(ef, X-i) for all X E 8. A 
pure strategy is iteratively strictly dominated if it is strictly dominated in the 
original game G, or in the reduced game G' obtained by elimination from 
G of all strictly dominated strategies in G, or in the further reduced game 
Gli obtained by elimination from G' of all strictly dominated strategies in 
G', etc. The set S of pure-strategy profiles being finite, this procedure stops 
after a finite number of iterations. 

In evolutionary game theory one considers large populations of individuals 
who are randomly matched to playa given game. Here we imagine one 
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population for each player position in a finite n-player game, and selection 
processes are thought to operate over time on the composition of behaviors -
pure strategies - in each player population in the form of a regular selection 
dynamics on the polyhedron e. By this is meant a system of (autonomous, 
first-order) ordinary differential equations 

Xih = Xih9ih(X) , (3) 

where the function 9 : X --+ Rm has open domain X ::J e, is locally Lipschitz 
continuous, and satisfies the orthogonality condition ("." denotes the inner 
product) 

tvi E I,x E e]. (4) 

This condition implies that the sum of population shares in each player pop
ulation remains constantly equal to one. Any regular selection dynamics has 
a unique global solution x(.): R --+ X through any initial state x(O) E e, 
and leaves e, as weIl as its interior int(e) and each of its faces, invariant. 

Föllowing Samuelson and Zhang (1992) we call a regular selection dynam
ics (3) monotone if it meets the following axiom:3 

They call a regular selection dynamics (3) aggregate monotonic if the growth
rate functions 9ih satisfy the more stringent axiom 

Moreover, they show that the growth-rate functions associated with any 
aggregate monotoni c selection dynamics can be written in the form 

(5) 

for some positive functions .. \ : X --+ R. The standard replicator dynamics 
(Taylor, 1979) corresponds to the special case Ai(X) = 1 for all players i. The 
payoff adjusted replicator dynamics (Maynard Smith, 1982, see also Hofbauer 

3This propert y is called relative monotonicity in Nachbar (1990) and order compatibility 
in Friedman (1991). 
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and Sigmund, 1988), corresponds to the special ca.se .x.(x) = l/'U.i(x) for all 
players i (presuming aU payoffs are positive). 

Akin (1980) shows that all strietly dominated pure strategies vanish along 
any interior solution trajeetory to the (single-population) replicator dynam
ics in any (finite) symmetrie two-player game. Samuelson and Zhang (1992) 
establish that this conclusion is indeed valid for all iteratively strietly domi
nated pure strategies in any aggregate monotonie (two-population) selection 
dynamics in any (finite) two-player game. They also show that aU pure 
strategies that are iteratively strietly dominated by other pure strategies 
vamsh in any monotone selection dynamics in such games (see also Naehbar 
(1990». Björnerstedt (1995) shows by way of a counter-example that this 
is not generally true for pure strategies that are strictly dominated only by 
mixed strategies. 

3 Convex-Monotone Selection Dynamics 

The following axiom is a weakening of aggregate monotoni city: 

This property, which we eaU convex monotonicity, is below shown to be 
sufficient for the elimination of iteratively strietly dominated pure strategies. 
But first we eonsider an imporlant special case that motivates its name. 

Consider the dass of regular selection dynamics in which all growth-rate 
functions gih are of the form 

(6) 

for some functions f : R ~ R, Ai : X ~ R++ and JL;. : X ~ R. More 
precisely, by a payofj functional (PF) selection dynamics we mean a function 
f : R ~ R, and for eaeh game G = (I, S, u) a pair of functions Ai : X ~ R++ 
and J.li : X ~ R, such that (3,6) defines a regular selection dynamics for game 
G (note that the J..Li are determined by (4». 

As a special case, eaU such a dynamics linear if f is linear with positive 
slope. Both the standard and the payoff adjusted replicator dynamics are 
linear in this sense. Set f(v) = v, ~(x) = 1 andJ..Li(x) = -Ui(X) to obtain the 
standard replicator dynamics, and set f(v) = V, Ai(X) = l/ui(x) and J..Li(X) = 
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-1 to obtain. the payoff adjusted replicator dynamics (in the latter case 
presuming 1.4(x) > O). Moreover, since all aggregate monotoni e dynamies 
can be written in the form (5) these are linear PF dynamics (f(v) == vand 
JLi(x) = -~(X)Ui(x». 

More generally, we call a payoff funetional dynrunics convex if f in (6) is 
convex and strietly increasing. Heuristically, nonlinear convex PF dynamics 
have players reaet over-proportionally to higher payoffs. 

Convex payoff funetional selection dynamics mayaIso be interpreted in 
terms of risk aversion with respeet to "fitness." For suppose replication of 
pure strategies oeeurs as in equation (3) with growth rate funetions as in 

(6). The numbers <Pih(X) = f [Ui(e~,x-i)] can then be interpreted as the 
relative fitness of pure strategy h in player population i when the overall 
population states is x: this is the relative rate at which pure strategy h 
is reproduced in population i. Let the functions <Pih be given data. For a 
convex PF dynamics (3,6) we may recover the associated utility funetion by 
simply inverling the strictly increasing function f: At any given population 
state x, Ui( e~, X-i) = f-l [CPih(X )]. Hence, utility is a strietly increasing and 
concave function of fitness. In this sense, it is as if individuals were (weakly) 
risk averse with respect to fitness. For instance, if f is exponential (as in (7) 
below), then utility is logarithmie in relative fitness, and the Arrow-Pratt 
measure of absolute risk aversion, here with respect to relative fitness, meets 
the usual (DARA) condition of decreasing absolute risk aversion. 

It was noted above that all aggregate monotonie selection dynamics meet 
axiom (CM). The following proposition establishes that not onlyall linear 
PF dynamics meet this axiom; in fact it holds for all eonvex PF dynamics 
and no other PF dynamics: 

Proposition: A payoff funetional selection dynamics satisfies 
axiom (CM) if and only if it is convex. 

Pro of: For the first claim, suppose g is of the form (6), where f is convex 
and strictly increasing. Suppose Ui(Yi, X-i) > Ui( e~, X-i). Using Jensen's 
inequali ty: 
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The last expression is positive since Ai is positive and I strictly increasing, 
so (CM) is met. 

For the second claim, consider any PF dynamics (3,6) that meets (CM). 
It follows from (CM) that I is necessarily strictly increasing. Suppose I is 

not convex. Then there are b,c E R such that I e~c) > l [I(b) + I(e)]. By 

continuity of I there are a < ~ such that I (a) > l [I(b) + /(c)J. O be 
a game where player i has three pure strategies, h = 1,2,3, that earn payoffs 
a, b, e, respectively, against some strategy profile x E 8. Let Yi E Åi be the 
mixed strategy that assigns probability l to pure strategies 2 a~d 3. Then 

Ui(Yi, X-i) = ~(b + e) > a = Ui(e;, X-i). 

However, 

Yi' 9i(X) = ~(x)l(b); I(e) < ~(x)l(a) = e; . 9i(X) , 

in violation of (CM). End of proof. 
Remark: It is easily verified that axiom (CM) is satisfied by any selection 

dynamics (3) with growth rate functions in the more general functional fonn 
9ih(X) = Fi [Ui(e~,x-i)'X] for Pi: Rx X -+ R convex and strictly increasing 
in its first argument. 

Björnerstedt and Weibull (1993) and Weibull (1995) consider a few classes 
of payoff functional selection dynamics derived from models of adaptation hy 
way of imitation. They imagine that each individual in the interacting pop
ulations every now and then reviews her pure strategy choice in the light of 
noisy empirical information about current payoffs to alternative pure strate
gies. 

First, suppose that the review rate is constantly equal to one for all indi
viduals, hut each individual imitates an individual in her own player popula
tion, randomly drawn with a higher prohahility for currently more successful 
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individuals. Then one obtains a payofI functional selection dynamics with 
I(v) = s(v), where s(v) is the probäbility "weight" faetor given to an in
dividual who earns payofI v.4o A convex PF dynamics anses if s is strictly 
increasing and convex. For example, setting s( v) = exp( O"v) for some O" > O 
one obtains:5 

. (. exp[O"Ui(ef,x-i)] l) 
Xih = Xih -

:EkES. Xik exp[O"Ui( e~, X-i)] 
(7) 

For small O" this dynamics approach.es the standard replicator dynamics 
slowed down by the faetor 0".6 For large 0", the dynamics approach.es, at 
interior population states, the best-reply dynamics which assigns (equal) neg
ative growth rates (-l) to all non-best replies.7 

Seeondly, suppose instead that the review rates are deereasing in the in
dividual's eurrent payoff, and assume now that eaeh reviewing individual 
imitates "the first man in the street," i.e., an individual in her own player 
population who is randomly drawn aceording to a uniform probability dis
tribution over this population. (This corresponds to s(v) == l above.) Then 
one obtains a payofffunetional selection dynamics with I(v) == -rev), where 

4Let the review rate of all individuals be identically equal to one, and let the probability 
that a reviewing individual in population i will select pure strategy h be proportional to 
XihS [tLi(e~,x_i)] for some strictly increasing and positive function s. In terms of expected 
values, this results in 

( ) 
s [1Li(e~,x-i)] 

gih x = k - -1, 
:EkXikS [1Li(ei ,X-i)] 

see eq. (7) in Björnerstedt and Weibull (1993), and eqs. (4.37) and (5.32) in Weibull 
(1995). 

5See eq.(9) in Björnerstedt and Weibull (1993), eq. (4) in Weibull (1994), and Example 
4.5 in Weibull (1995). 

6The orbits approach those of the standard replicator dynamics as (j --+ 0, but the speed 
of adjustment goes down toward zero. In the limit all population states are stationary. 

7The limit of the right-hand side in (7) is a discontinuous vector field that does not 
admit solutions in general. On the other hand, limits of solutions of (7), as (j --+ +cx:>, 
are solutions of the multi-valued and upper hemi-continuous best reply dynamics x = 
BR(x) -x, where BR(x) denotes the set of (mixed) best replies to x. This is a differential 
inclusion, and its solutions are in general not uniquely determined by the initial state. 
See Hofbauer (1994) for a rigorous treatment of this dynamics, and see Gaunersdorfer and 
Hofbauer (1994) for a comparison of its asymptotic behavior with that of the replicator 
and other selection dynamics. It is easily seen that this best-reply dynamics eliminates all 
(iteratively) strictly dominated strategies. 
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rev) is the relative review rate of an individual earning payoff v.8 A concave 
PF dynamics anses if r is strictly decreasing and convex. For instance, if 
rev) = exp(-uv) for sorne u> 0, then 

(8) 

This dynamics constitutes a "concave dual" to the dynamics (7). For 
small u, (8) performs approxirnately like (7); it approaches the standard 
replicator dynamics slowed down by the factor u. For large u, however, (8) 
approaches, at interior population states, the worst-reply dynamics which 
assigns (equal) positive growth rates (+1) to all non-worst replies.9 

4 Elimination of Dominated Strategies 

Suppose player i has a pure strategy h E Si that is strictly dominated by sorne 
mixed strategy Yi E ~i: Uå(Yi,X-i) > Ui,(e~,x-å) for all x E 9. Consider the 
function P : int(9) --+ R++ defined by P(x) = Xih l1:es. Xil}''''. Evaluated 
along any interior solution trajectory x(.) : R --+ 9 to a regular selection 
dynamics (3): 

. " apex) . ( h ) P(x) = L..J a . Xik = P(x) ei - Yi . gå (x). 
keso xik 

(9) 

In particular, under (CM) we have p(x) < O for all x E int(9). Then 
P{x) decreases strictly along any interior solution. In fact, since 9 is cornpact 

and gå continuous. there is, by (CM), some 8 > O such that (e~ - Yå) • 

sLet r [Ui(e~,x-i)] FElcxilcr [Ui(e~ ,X-i)] be the review rate of a h-Btrategist in player 
population i, for r positive and decreasing, and let Xilc be the probability that a reviewing 
individual will select pure strategy k. In terms of expected values, this results in 

9ih(X) = 1- r [Ui(e7,x-i)] / LXi/or [Ui(e;,X_i)] , 
le 

see eq. (4) in Björnerstedt and Weibull (1993, eq.4), and eqs. (4.28) and (5.24) in Weibull 
(1995). 

9The worst-reply dynamics was introduced in (a 1993 version of) Björnerstedt (1995), 
see Section 7 below for a discussion. 
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g.(X) < -6 for all x E 9. Thus, p(x) < -6P(x) and hence Xih(t) decreases 
exponentially to zero from any interior initial state: 

Xih(t) = P(x(t» II Xik(t)JlUo < P(x(t» < Oexp(-6t) (10) 
tes .. 

for some O > O. Strictly dominated pure strategies are indeed eliminated in 
this dass of dynamics! 

A repetition of this argument leads to the conclusion that all iteratively 
strictly dominated pure strategies vamsh along all interior solutions. Since 
axiom (CM) is much weaker than axiom (AM), this considerably generalizes 
the result in Samuelson and Zhang (1992, Theorem 2) that all iteratively 
strictly dominated pure strategies get wiped out in all aggregate monotonic 
selection dynamics. 

Theorem 1: If a pure strategy h E Si is iteratively strictly 
dominated and x(O) E int(9), then Xih(t)t-t+oo --+ O under any 
regular selection dynamics (3) satisfying (CM). 

Pro of: Fix x(O) E int(9). It has already been established that for each 
player position i E I and strictly dominated pure strategy h E Si there exists 
some 6ih,Oih > O such that Xih(t) < Oih exp (-6iht) for all t > O. Let S' C S 
be the subset of pure strategy profiles that are not strictly dominated in the 
game. Let 6 = min {6ih : i E I, h E Si\Sa and O = max{Oih : i E I, h E Si\Sa. 
The sets I and S being finite, 6, O > O, and Xih( t) < O exp ( -6t) for all i El, 
h 1:. S~ and t > O. 

For any e > O there is a finite time T arter which x(t) stays within distance 
e from the face 9(S'). In the reduced game G' defined by the pure-strategy 
subsets S:, let S~' C S: be the subset of pure strategies (for each i E I) that 
are not strictly dominated in G'. For each i E I and h E S:\Sr let yf E f::::..i 
strictly dominate h in G'. By continuity of g, compactness of 9( S') C 9 and 

finiteness of Si there exists some e', 6' > O such that (yf - e~) gi(X) > 6' for 

all i E I, h 1:. Si and x E 9 within distance e' of 9(S'). After some finite time 
T', x(t) stays within this distance e' from 9(S'), and by the above argument 
for exponential decay, Xih(t) < O' exp (-6't) for all i E I , h E S~\Si' and 
all t > T'. Consequently, all pure strategies in the subset (Si\SD U (S~\Sn 
decay at least at the exponential rate 6" = min { 6, 6/} > O. 
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A finite repetition of this argument, by way of iterated elimination of 
strictly dominated pure strategies, leads to the conclusion that there exists 
some finite time T' and 6" > O sUch that Xih(t) < B" exp (-6"t) for all player 
positions i E I , iteratively strictly dominated strategies h E Si, and times 
t > T". End of proof. 

5 Single-Population Dynamics 

In this subsection we focus on the standard set up for evolutionary game the
ory: a single population of individuals randomly matched to playa symmet
ric and finite two-player game. For this purpose, let the common set of pure 
strategies available to each of the two players be denoted S = SI = m,}; 
write D.. for the associated unit simplex of mixed strategies, and let u(x, y) 
be the payoff to mixed strategy x E D.. when used against mixed strategy 
y ED... 

A population state is now a Vector x E D.., where Xh, for each pure strat
egy h E S, is the population share of individuals using pure strategy h. 
Accordingly, a regular selection dynamics is a system of ordinary differential 
equations 

f'ih E SJ , (11) 

where 9: X -+ Rm has open domain X::) D.., is locally Lipschitz continuous, 
and satisfies the orthogonalitj condition x· g(x) = O for all x E D... 

Axiom (CM) becomes 

(CM') ii(y,x) > ii(eh,x) =? y' g(x) > 9h(X). 

Payoff functional (PF) selection dynamics are defined as in the multi
population setting: these are single-population dynamics (11) with growth 
rate functions of the form 

(12) 

for same functions A, J1.and f, where f is the same for all games but A and 
J1. may depend on the game in question. Convex PF dynamics constitute 
the subclass where f is convex and strictly increasing. The single-population 
replicator dynamics is the special case A(x) == 1, J.L(x) = -u(x,x) and f(v) = 
v. 

The same argument as that for Theorem 1 establishes 
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Corollary: il a pure strategy h E S is iteratively strictly domi
nated in a symmetric two-player game, and x(O) E int(.6), then 
Xh(t)t-+oo -+ O under any single-population dynamics (11) satis
fying (CM'). A payoff functional dynamics (11) satisfies (CM') if 
and only if it is convex. 

In contrast to the multi-population setting, all aggregate monotonic single
population dynamics have the same orbits as the single-population replicator 
dynamics. They only differ in the velocity with which the solutions move 
&long the replicator orbits (refiected by the positive factor >.(x». In con
trast, convex monotone single-population dynamics may have orbits which 
are quite distinct from those of the replicator dynamics. Examples for which 
this applies are given by the single-population dynamics version of (7) (see 
Figure 4.9 in Weibull (1995». 

6 Survival of Dominated Strategies 

We now tum to converse results. For this purpose it is sufficient to consider 
single-population dynamics (see remark below). More specifically, we will 
show that Theorem l is sharp for single-population payoff function&l selection 
dynamics. il f is not throughout convex, then there are symmetri c two-player 
games with strictly dominated strategies surviving &long interior solutions 
to the associated single-population dynamics. We establish this by a slight 
modification of a game given in Dekel and Scotchmer (1992). 

This is a ROCK-SCISSORS-PAPER game, augmented by a fourth strat
egy, called DUMB, which is strictly dominated. The payoff matrix is given 
by 

[

a 

A= b 

a~/3 

c b 
a c 
b a 

a+/3 a+/3 

(13) 

where c < a < b, O < /3 < b - a, and 'Y > O. The pure strategies h E 
H = {l, 2, 3} form a cycle of best replies. For a single-population selection 
dynamics (11) this implies that the (relative) boundary r 1 of the face q> = 
!:::. (H) forms a heteroclinic cycle: r 1 is an invariant set that consists of three 
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rest points eh , for h E H, which are saddle points in any monotone selection 
dynamics, and three connecting orbits. (Clearly r l is unstable in the e4 

direction since f3 > O.) In parlicular, DUMB can invade a monomorphic 
population consisting of only h-strategists, for each of the pure strategies 
h = 1,2,3. Hence, on the boundary of Il. there are three more rest points 
(corresponding to symmetric Nash equilibria of each of the associated 2 x 2 
'subgames') for any monotone selection dynamics (11): Zl = (if:";y, O, O,:tI!:r) , 
Z2 = (O, if:";y, O, tI!:r) and z3 = (O, 0, ~, tI!:r). 

Note that z" E 6. attracts all orbits on the (relative) interior of the bound
ary face of 6. where Xh+l = O, for any monotone selection dynamics. Hence, 
there is another heteroclinie cycle r 2 connecting these three rest points. The 
connecting orbits are now curves in these two-dimensional subfaces, inV3nant 
under the How of (11), namely the unstable manifold.s of the saddles Zh. 

[Figure 1] 

Let P = (i, i, i, O) be the Nash equilibrium point of the RSP subgame. 
The strategy p is in Nash equilibrium with itself in the full game, if! a±:±c ~ 
a + (3. Moreover, p strictly dominates pure strategy 4 (=DUMB) if! 

a+b+c (3 
3 >a+. (14) 

For the replicator dynamics, and, more generally all those meeting axiom 
(CM'), this implies that X4(t) -+ O along all interior solutions. 

The inequality (14) holds only if a < ~. The latter inequality implies 
that the Nash equilibrium strategy p is globally stable in the replicator dy
namics: Every solution that has all pure strategies h E H initially present, 
will converge to p. For other (regular) monotone selection dynamics this need 
not be true. In particular, it may happen that p is not globally stable within 
the face q>, since the boundary cycle r 1 may be attracting on that face. Then 
orbits close to r 1 will spiral away from p. Near r}, X4 will increase most of 
the time and the orbits will converge to the heteroclinic cycle r 2 formed by 
the Zh. The dominated pure strategy 4 will not be eliminated along such 
orbits. 

Formally: 
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Theorem 2: Consider a regular single-population dynamics (11) 
where g is of the form (12). If f is not convex, then there exists 
a symmetric two-player game with payoff matrix as in (13) such 
that the dominated pure strategy 4 survives along an open set of 
interior solutions of (11). 

Proor: As shown in the proof of the lemma: If f is not convex, there 
exist a,b,c E R such that 2a < b+c and 2f(a) > f(b) + f(c). Consider now 
the RSPD game (13) with these a, b, c. As is easily seen, and was shown in 
Gaunersdorfer and Hofbauer (1994, section 4), the eigenvalues of the vector 
field (11) at a vertex eh (for h E H) are given by p = A(eh

) [f(b) - f(a)] > O 
and -7 = A(eh ) [f(c) - f(a)] < O. Now 2f(a) > f(b) + f(c) implies 7 > p, 
Le. the "incoming speed" is larger than the "outgoing speed," which means 
that r l is attracting within the face <P, according to the stability criterion for 
heteroclinic cyeles in Hofbauer (1981), Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988, seet. 
22.1, in parlicular Exercise 6), and Gaunersdorfer (1992). 

Now choose f3 > O small enough to satisfy (14), and such that the z"', the 
rest points ofr2 , are elose to the eh

, the rest points OfrI. Since the inequality 
guaranteeing stability for r 1 within the face <P is striet it holds aIso for r 2: 

The "outgoing speed" is smaller than the "ingoing speed" at the rest points 
Zi. Since r 2 (unlike r 1) is asymptotically stable within the boundary of A 
this establishes the (local) asymptotic stability of r 2 (in the full space A), 
for small f3 > 0.10 The dominated pure strategy 4 thus survives for an open 
set U ::> r 2 of interior initial states. End of pro or. 

Remark: Theorem 2 aIso shows that two-population payoff funetional 
dynamics (3,6), with a non-convex function f, do not eliminate all strictly 
dominated strategies in all games. Just consider (13) as the payoff matrix of a 
symmetric bi-matrix game. The restrietion of the associated two-population 
dynamics to the invariant diagonal of the state space e = /:),.2 coincides with 
the one-population dynamics studied ab ove , and hence we obtain interior 
two-population solutions along which strategy DUMB survives. 

l°Compare with Theorem 22.1(b) in Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988). 
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7 Concluding Remarks 

Theorem 1 identifies a class of evolutionary selection dynamics that select 
against all iteratively strictly dominated pure strategies in all (finite n-player) 
games. Our proof is an extension of Akin's (1980) proof that strictly domi
nated strategies are eliminated in the single-population replicator dynamics 
for symmetri c two-player games. 

Theorem 2 provides a complementary dass of evolutionary selection dy
namics under which strictly dominated strategies do survive for some games. 
Bjömerstedt (1995), see also Bjömerstedt et al. (1995), presents a different, 
but related, dass of evolutionary selection dynamics with the same property. 
He imagines that individuals every now and then review their strategy choice 
by way of a (possibly noisy) payoff comparison with all other strategies. Sllch 
a reviewing individual changes strategy if and only if her current strategy is 
observed to yield the worst payoff of all pure strategies. In this case, she 
imitates a (uniformly) randomly drawn individual. Bjömerstedt gives a nice 
geometric proof that the strictly dominated pure strategy in a version of the 
Dekel-Scotchmer (1992) game studied above survives the resulting " abandon 
the worst reply" dynamics for a large set of initial states. His argument 
is robust against small perturbations of the dynamics, so the result applies 
also to the monotone concave dynamics (8) for large (T. In contrast, our 
proof of Theorem 2 is based on the stability criterion in Hofbauer (1981) for 
heteroclinic cydes, and is not directly applicable to the worst-reply dynam
ics. On the other hand, the technique behind Theorem 2 is more powerful 
since it allows to obtain general and, in conjunction with Theorem 1 (and its 
corollary), sharp results. 

In aparallel study, Hofbauer (1995) shows (among other things) that 
strictly dominated strategies can survive under another dass of selection 
dynamics based on models of social evolution by way of imitation introduced 
in Weibull (1992,1995). In these imitation processes individuals every now 
and then make a binary and noisy comparison with the strategy used by 
another, randomly selected, individual. The reviewing individual switches to 
the sampied strategy iff its observed payoff is higher than her current observed 
payoff. The replicator dynamics, which corresponds to an affine cumulative 
probability distribution function for the observational errors (over the range 
of payoffs in the game), is essentially the only imitation dynamics in that 
dass that eliminates strictly dominated strategies in all games. 
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In sum: all evolutionary dynamics in the dass of convex monotone (CM) 
selection dynamics that we have introduced here lend support to the ratio
nalistic principle of elimination of iteratively strictly dominated strategies, 
and it appears that this is the only dass of evolutionary dynamics for which 
this is true. 
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